Stapes Prosthesis Length: One Size Fits All?
The insertion of the stapes piston into the vestibule provides the physical basis for a successful stapedotomy. In routine clinical practice, two different ways to handle prosthesis length are performed: (1) an individualized measurement of the stapes prosthesis length or (2) a standard prosthesis length for all cases. The objective of this study was to compare both ways of handling prosthesis length and the effect of these methods on insertional prosthesis depth. We retrospectively evaluated 39 patients after performing a stapedotomy for radiologically estimated vestibular stapes prosthesis insertion depth. The individual measured length data were hypothetically changed to a standard length of 4.75, 5, 5.25, and 5.5 mm, and the insertion depths were compared. The individually measured prosthesis lengths led to an insertion depth between 0.2 and 1.6 mm (mean 0.74 mm). The ratio of insertion depth/vestibular depth was between 8 and 59.1% (mean 26.6%). The different assumed standard lengths led to different rates of the vestibulum positions and possible bony contacts at the vestibulum floor. The individual measurement led to a zero rate of the vestibulum positions of stapes prosthesis pistons with a low insertion depth/vestibular depth ratio.